
Hunters know in their guts and hearts
what is authentic in art and what isn’t.
I’m not merely speaking about accurate

anatomical representation, correctly portraying
the way an elephant or Cape buffalo appears, or
the distinctive body language of waterfowl when
descending into decoys, wings locked for landing.

Those details are important, but getting them
right doesn’t always make for a great painting, nor
is it the reason, frankly, why so many of us put art
on the wall.

What matters more are artists who can convey
the spirit of an animal, the magical ambiance of a
setting, and all of the other nearly indescribably
things that stay with us long after we’ve come
home.  Superior art speaks to the bigger mental
space belonging to daydreams, memories that
sometimes extend back into childhood, and even
trips into wilderness that have not yet happened.

Jaco van Schalkwyk, who painted the leopard on
the cover of this issue of SAFARI Magazine, is a
young South African in the ascent of his career. He’s
someone to watch as an artist. Not only did van
Schalkwyk actually observe the leopard personally
in the bush, but the work he created, based on that

experience, sold within hours after it crossed the
Atlantic and arrived in Ross Parker’s Call of Africa’s
Native Visions Gallery in Ft. Lauderdale.

“This kid is brilliant,” Parker says. “In terms of
his technique, he’s painting with a level of matu-
rity and discipline that you ordinarily only see in
artists during the prime of their 50s, 60s and 70s.”

Van Schalkwyk’s actual age: 32.  Born in
Benoni, South Africa, in 1981, the artist said in an
interview that exploring wild country was a natu-
ral extension of his upbringing, like learning a
language. As a young man, he worked on a dairy
farm and gained a keen understanding of animal
anatomy and physiology.  It was complemented
by regular pilgrimages to the region’s iconic parks
and game preserves. His work today is always
inspired by direct observation.

Besides being influenced early on by Robert
Bateman and Ray Harris-Ching, van Schalkwyk’s
aspirations have been shaped more, he says, by
Dutch masters such as Rembrandt and Vermeer.
“Their dramatic, theatrical use of light and
shadow still inspires me today,” he says.

Only a few months ago, van Schalkwyk joined
artist fr iends Marie Vermeulen Breedt andSA
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LORD OF THE SAVANNAH 42" X 60" OIL ON CANVAS



Margaret Gradwell (also a personal mentor and
art professor at the University of Pretoria) on a
tour of European museums. An indica-
tion of his talent, van Schalkwyk had a
major exhibition of his figurative work
(paintings and drawings of people) in
Cape Town and it won rave reviews.

“Being a wildlife artist here has its pros
and cons,” van Schalkwyk, who lives
near Johannesburg, says, noting that
animal painters struggle for critical
recognition in South Africa the same as
they do everywhere else.  The reputation
of wildlife art suffered in recent decades
as a result of many lesser artists deciding
they would paint wildlife, flooding the
market, to try and turn an easy buck.

“In fact, savvy collectors are very
discriminating,” van Schalkwyk says.
“You can’t fool people who spend a lot
of time in the bush. Luckily, knowledge-
able art dealers and buyers can still iden-
tify ‘true wildlife art.’”

“Jaco doesn’t project images onto a wall and
then trace the outline. He draws his animals free-

hand, based upon what he knows up
here,” Parker says, pointing to his head.

To master any skill, experts say, one
needs to practice it 10,000 times.  The
memory that van Schalkwyk possesses
not only of animals but how they actu-
ally look in the landscape comes from
patient observation. “He breathes this
stuff in,” Parker says.  “He’s as familiar
painting large mammals in Kruger
National Park as some of the acclaimed
North Americans, who have their work
today in museums, are painting in
Yellowstone or Alaska.”

Van Schalkwyk can paint scenes of
animals filling the frame and most defi-

nitely those works appeal to certain clients, but the
pieces that have attracted the most interest from

experienced collectors are his moody landscapes
that bear a resemblance to works painted by old
European masters.

In terms of van Schwalkwyk’s style,
Parker says he is reminded of the late
Lanford Monroe (daughter of noted
hook and bullet magazine illustrator C.E.
Monroe and close friend of Bob Kuhn)
who didn’t make “wildlife paintings,”
rather; she was praised for creating
incredible landscape paintings that
featured wildlife in the scenes.

“Mostly I prefer to paint with  a soft
color pallet, reflective of the landscapes
you see in Botswana, Namibia and the
rest of southern Africa in all of its
nuances,” van Schalkwyk says.

As a naturalized American who grew
up in Zimbabwe, Parker is on a constant
quest to find the best emerging native
talent coming out of Africa.  He notes
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WILDERNESS THEATRE: OKAVANGO SWAMP, SHINDI 35" X 47" OIL ON CANVAS



that the great Bateman has given van
Schalkwyk accolades.  Moreover, the
youngster has earned rare unanimous
respect from other African painters
Parker represents and who have avid
collectors at SCI—artists such as David
Langmead, Gradwell, Kim Donaldson
and Shirley Greene.

“They are capturing split moments
in time,” Parker says.  “With some of
the game preserves and species being
affected by serious poaching and civil
unrest, these artists are presenting
scenes that may never be the same
again, or at least not for a very long
while. The sun is beginning to fade. In
that sense, Jaco is a witness to history,
which adds to the powerful feeling you
get from his work.”

More often of late, it’s a history that
has brought heartbreak to those living
on the front lines of species loss occur-
ring largely out of sight and mind of
Americans. Every week, van Schalkwyk
hears more tales of rhinos being
poached for their horn, elephant for
their ivory and lion by black market
traders because the consumption of
parts from the big cats is thought to
make those who ingest them more
virile.  Van Schalkwyk’s beautiful oil
portrayal of a lion, “Noble One,” is a
tribute to the living king of the jungle.

“Sometimes it feels as if nature is
going to loose the battle against human
greed.  I feel wildlife artists can help in
this battle to at least create a sense of
awareness,” van Schalkwyk says.
“That’s why it gives me great pleasure
to hear that my paintings are popular
among the people of SCI.  They’re in a
position to help us save our wildlife
heritage before it is gone.”.

Art of the Hunt columnist Todd
Wilkinson, a lifelong sportsmen, has been a
journalist for more than 25 years and is
author of the new critically-acclaimed book:
“Last Stand: Ted Turner’s Quest to Save
a Troubled Planet.”
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Art of the Hunt
continued from page 19

Noble One, Oil on canvas,  32”x 40”


